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From our Nirvana Labs...

Four Hot New
Real Time Strategies
for Futures and Stocks
Don’t Miss the Opportunities in
This Market!

Ed Downs
CEO and Founder,
Nirvana Systems, Inc.

The Futures Market has two qualities
that attract investors – value and trend.
Commodities have real value, and they tend
to trend because the Supply/Demand picture
does not normally change overnight.
However, the current global economy has
created volatility unlike anything we have
seen in the past 30 years. This new volatility
has turned normally trending markets into
trading markets. All commodities, but
especially the Metals and Energies, are
rapidly being re-valued as new information
comes into the market.
Uncertainties in geopolitics are shaping and
defining the market. And it is this changing
picture that has created an enormous
opportunity. We are seeing huge moves in these
commodities on a daily basis. And clearly,
because of the leverage that is available to us
during the session, we can make a lot of money
by trading these instruments.
In our Nirvana Labs, we applied our most
advanced Strategy concepts to develop this
NEW Real Time Futures Strategy Suite.
Armed with these Signals you are going to find
incredible opportunities each and every day.
There’s nothing like the RT Futures Strategy
Suite for taking on the current market.

We have also been refining two approaches to
trading the Stock Market in Real Time. The
first is a Counter-Trend approach that fires
amazingly accurate Signals on pull-backs from
over-extended moves. The second is a Range
Breakout method that fires its Signals when
it detects that a stock is taking off from a
“quiet period”.
We are pleased to bring these products to our
OmniTrader and VisualTrader customers. If
you are already trading these Futures and
Stocks in Real Time, we know these Strategies
are going to be enormously helpful. If you’re
standing on the sidelines – it’s time to jump in!
One more thing – at Nirvana Systems we stand
behind our products. The entire RT Strategy
Suite comes with a 90-Day Money Back
Guarantee, so you can’t go wrong. Arm yourself
with our new RT Futures Strategy Suite and
RT Stock Strategy today, and start taking
advantage of these markets tomorrow!
Sincerely,

Ed Downs
CEO and Founder,
Nirvana Systems, Inc.

Extraordinary Strategies
for Extraordinary Markets
eMinis
The eMini Markets, including the Dow, Russell,
and S&P contracts are among the most liquid
in the world. The new eMinis Strategy in the
RT Futures Suite is generating enormous profits
in mechanical testing, in excess of 9.7% per
trade–in REAL TIME. Turn to page 4 to see
examples and learn more about it.
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Energies
The Energy Markets are in play, with incredible
movement on a daily basis. This is the place to trade
in 2009 and beyond. Our new Energies Strategy takes
advantage of the specific way that these contracts tend
to move – alerting you to breakouts that have a high
probability of success in Real Time trading. Get the
full story on page 6.
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Metals
The Metals are typically slow-movers, but current
volatility has heated up due primarily to uncertainty in
the Financial Markets and changes in global demand
for products that use them. This is another great
market to trade and our Metals Strategy will identify
the powerful moves, in Real Time, so you can capitalize
on them. Get the facts on page 8.
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Incredible Intraday Profits – No Overnight Risk!
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The eMINIS Strategy
The eMini Futures Contracts are
among the most heavily traded
in the world, and a clear favorite
among our OmniTrader and
VisualTrader users.
The eMini Futures Strategy was
developed in 2007 and has shown
consistent profitability through
virtually all market conditions, and
has been working especially well in
the current market.
Two Trading Systems are used
in the Strategy. The first finds
situations where the market is
trending. The second identifies
breakouts from the established
trend. The Trade Plan allows
it to capture huge moves while
maintaining a reasonable degree
of risk. The real evidence of the
Strategy’s power is in the Equity
Curve, shown on the next page.

$4,250 Gain Per Contract

The eMinis Strategy fires signals as the contract makes strong directional moves.
These three trades, which were signaled in mid–November, generated a gain of
$4,250 per contract.

The eMinis Strategy:
Profitable Longs and
Shorts in performance
testing with outstanding
Breakout Signal
detection.
See Performance
Summary on Page 9.
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Trend reversals are also a specialty of this strategy. In this chart for the Dow eMinis
we see how well the eMinis Strategy was able to pick up on the short term swings
in the market, resulting in healthy profits on 5 out of the 6 trades.

Outstanding Trades
The eMinis Strategy trades the
eMini markets by looking for solid
breakouts within trends. In the
chart to the right, the Strategy
correctly detected the uptrend that
started mid-afternoon, leading to a
gain of over 30 Russell points.

$3,150 Gain Per Contract

This Strategy is great as a
mechanical trading Strategy,
but it is especially effective as a
prospecting Strategy. When an
index begins to move solidly into a
new trend, volume tends to come
into the new move, as seen in the
Russell chart to the right. This
condition is generally easy to see
once the Strategy fires a Signal.
The eMinis Strategy fired this Signal on the breakout in the Russell eMini contract (TF)
and stayed with it to the peak of the move.

An Enviable Track Record

$218K

In the two months from
October 5 through December 5,
the eMinis Strategy could have
DOUBLED a $100,000 account
(118% gain) trading just 2
contracts per trade.
The Strategy was 60% accurate
and posted a drawdown of just
16.3% in this period.
See the full Statistical Summary
on page 9.

$100K
Oct. 2008

Nov.

Dec.
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The ENERGIES Strategy
Our Energies Strategy was
developed for the primary Energy
Markets which includes Crude
Oil, Heating Oil, and Natural Gas.
The best thing about the Energy
Market is that once a move begins,
it tends to trend nicely.
One look at the charts to the right
confirms this. The first shows
several impulse moves on Crude
Oil, with very smooth trending
price behavior to the Exit of each
trade. The second chart was taken
on two down days, with equal
opportunity to profit on the Short
side of the market with excellent
results based on the tight trailing
stops used in the Strategy.
The Energies Strategy also
identifies significant gaps and
confirms Signals with trend
direction measurements. These
Signal entry points usually lead
to strong moves, especially in
Crude Oil as evidenced by the
charts on this page.

Steady gains on Crude. This and other contracts have very smooth price movement,
making them ideal for Futures trading.

The Energies Strategy:
High Accuracy and
High Profitability with
Low Drawdowns

$5,250 Gain Per
Contract in 2 Days!

See Performance
Summary on Page 9.
The Energies Strategy also works well in down-trending markets. Here are several
very profitable Short Trades in Crude.
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Mechanical Profitability
Our fundamental goal in
developing any Strategy for
OmniTrader or VisualTrader is
to achieve mechanical profitability
– that is, to be able to generate
equity curves that consistently
make profits using the entries and
exits in the Strategy.
The Energies Strategy is one of
the best Futures Trading Strategies
we have seen, with consistent dayto-day performance in mechanical
trading simulation (see below).

$3,400 Gain Per Contract

The Energies Strategy is a winner!

Natural Gas is another Energy Market that tends to trend nicely after the market opens.
This example shows both a Long and Short Trade.

This Strategy is one of the few
we have seen that is capable
of generating this strong of
an Equity Curve trading the
5 Minute time frame.

$170K

The Equity Curve covers the
October-November time frame.
In that time, the Strategy
generated a 71% return on a
$100,000 account trading two
Contracts per trade.

$100K
Oct. 2008

Outstanding Results!
Nov.

Dec.
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The METALS Strategy
The Metals are an interesting
market and very lucrative if you
have the right Strategy to trade
them. We normally think of Gold
as a store of value, but all of the
metals are of strategic significance.

$1,860 Gain Per Contract
The Metal Markets tend to trend
very well, which is one of the
reasons we focused on this Strategy.
Most of the time, the contracts
are slow-moving. But when they
start to move, an accumulation or
distribution is typically underway.
Clearly, we can trade these moves
to our advantage.
The Metals Strategy looks for
a strong move making new
highs or lows based on volatility
measurements and channels. It
generates outstanding accuracy
(nearly 70%!) by using a Breakeven
Stop. However, because of the way
Metals tend to move, the trades
often capture significant gains.

The Metals Strategy maintains a high level of accuracy while also allowing winning
trades to reach their maximum profit potential. This chart for the Gold Futures
contract shows how a Breakeven Stop is used to lock in profits while a Trailing Stop
is used to follow a good trending trade.

The Metals Strategy has been
developed and tested to trade the
primary strategic industrial metals
– Gold, Copper, and Silver.

$2,237 Gain Per Contract

The Metals Strategy:
Outstanding Accuracy
and Profitability.
See Performance
Summary on next page.
This is the kind of breakout trade we are looking for – this time on Copper.
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Trade the Metals
These markets can be incredibly lucrative.
When the breakouts are detected, they
often lead to huge moves during the
session. And, with relatively low margin
requirements (due to inherently low
volatility), the gain potential is enormous.
The new Metals Strategy is just another
example of the fine products for traders our
Nirvana Labs can produce. Our mission is
to continue to empower all our customers
to WIN in the market. And in these
markets, they are doing a lot more than
just winning.
Remember, all our RT Suite Strategies
come with a 100% Money Back
Guarantee. You owe it to yourself to
engage the market today with these
powerful tools on your side.

$1,914 Gain Per Contract

Look at this Silver chart and you can see how this Strategy is able to do so well. It
waits for a quiet market and then “pounces” on the breakout move.

RT Futures Suite Performance Summary*
Accuracy

Profi
Profitt
per Trade

Average
Annual
Net Profit%

Bars/Trade

ENERGIES

Heating Oil
Crude Oil
Natural Gas

60%

4%

300%

13

eMINIS

Dow eMini
Russell eMini
S&P 500 eMini

47%

9%

773%

20

METALS

Gold
Silver
Copper

68%

3%

120%

11

Strategy

Contracts

*Performance numbers based on simulation from October 5th through December 5th, 2008
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Trading STOCKS in Real Time
In addition to our recent work in
Futures, we have focused on two Stocks
trading concepts in Real Time that are
generating outstanding candidates.

RT SnapBack System
This System looks for extreme
overbought (or oversold) conditions,
and sells (or buys) the stock on the
reversal. This very capable System is
great for trading the volatile morning
session because that is when these kinds
of trades typically develop.

RT Breakaway System
By contrast, the afternoon tends to
go quiet ahead of the moves. This
System is looking for tight ranges that
form and pounces on the breakout
opportunities that arise as the
professionals begin buying and
selling stock ahead of the Close. It
does a great job of capturing strong
moves that develop after quiet periods.

The first trade on BA was from RT Breakaway–a quiet market leads to a large move
down as the breakaway occurs. The second trade is from the RT SnapBack System
–an overextended move down leads to a reversal and strong rally. These typically
occur in the AM session.

Highly Configurable
These two powerful Stocks Systems
can easily be tuned to set the quantity
of Signals you are looking at based
on movement in the market. By
adjusting a single parameter, you can
easily set it to generate more Signals
or tweak it down to deliver fewer,
more accurate Signals.
The best thing about these Strategies is
they work extremely well together, since
they are looking for the two primary
kinds of Signals you see in Real Time
trading – Breakouts and Reversals.
Armed with this Strategy, you are going
to see a number of great candidates to
profit from each day.

Additional examples of the RT Breakaway System on NOV.
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Real Time Strategy Suite
for Futures and Stocks
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